
Carh): dii;:<idr \*-ax ;,repared by treating potassium bicarbonate 
>,!irh l~)i;iilh."ic acid and Iractionating the product several times. I t  
IV:LS tr:msfcried to zhe apparatus through the siphon and the dis- 
ch::rg-v is started ir: the usual way. 

T h e  pressure ixreases immetliately \\-hen the discharjie is 
: I .  If after sivitchiilg o f f  the discharge, licj~iicl air bath 
is unilcr the trap TZ the gauge shows the prescnce of non- 
~i~ndeiisi'uk gases. Li'heti the discharge is passed through these 
iwn-ccmdensible gases keeping liquid air under Tz during the esperi- 
i1;ent the pressure fails to zero within a minute. When the liqiiid . . 
:GI- IS remxeti the pressilre rises to the original value. This gas is 
ii8)thiilg eke but carboll dioxide formcd back in presence of a licpid 
; I - .  T;i!k T gives the results of the experiments :- 

The first coiumn g v e s  the pressure of the gas before the dis- 
charg-e is started: the second column gives the pressure of carhon 
c!ic&ie which remains undecomposed and condenses in liquid air. 
Ciilurnn 3 represents the  amount of carbon dioxide decomposed and 
c..-!l:~nm 4 the correspot~tling pressure of the non-condensible product 
n.!iicll i s  a mistui-r t!f tnw vidutnes of carbon ~nonoxide and one 
:.nliin:e of cixygen. The last culul~~n gives the ratio of the amount of 



non-coi~lensible ccxlstituents obtained to the amount oE carbon di- 
oxide decomposed. The resulis show that the reaction caking p!ace 
in the tube is 3CO: + 2CO + (1:: and that dissocizticm occurs t(-I the 
extent of about 25 per cent. 

In every case, if another discharge is passed in the non-condensi- 
ble gases obtained by the action of first discharge, in presence of 
liquid air. the pressure ar once falls to zero and the discharge 
auromaticaily; the original pressure of carb~ill dioxide is restorec? 
on removing liquid air. The whole cycle of operations can be repeated 
a number of times. In presence of a liquid air trap during the dis- 
charge, carbon dioxide is frozen out from the discharge vessels and 
the equilibrium is shifted from ieft to right. 

The colour of the discharge was greenish blue. The space under 
the two coils had more greenish tinge than the space between them. 
The spectrum showed enormous number of bands throughout the 
1-isible region when obsened by a direct vision spectrascope. Fig. 3. 
Nc. 7 in Part  I1 ('This Joi!ri!nl. 1937. 20A. pale 39) show-s the 
spectrum of the discharge taken with a quartz spectrograph. The 
spectrum resenrbles that obtained by Rnauss and Cotton (Phyx.  RcT'., 
1931, 38, 1190) by passing an electrocleless discharge in carbon 
monoxide. Bands belonging to the Angstrom system and the fourth 
positive band system of carbon monoxide have been observed in this 
kind of the discharge. 

Experiments were done to study the effect of adsorbed water 
vapour on the dissociation of carbon dioxide in the quartz iube 
which had initially taken ~ r i ,  0.0725 mm. of hydrogen as described in 
Pa r t  TI. The results are given in Table 11. 

Erpt. , Press,lre Pressure 1 S a m  as 2: 
Pressure of 

I of mm. after 1st dis- but ni th  I condensed gals 

c~mrge, rnm liquid air, mm. "bt"ed a 
I charge in 3 mm. 
I 



Starting xith a pressure of 0.23 mm. in the tube (Experiment 1, 
Tab11: 11) the equilibrium pressure after the discharge was passed 
~ v a s  0.3.5 mn .  which iell onlv to 0.27 mm. after putting in the liquid 
air trap. This means that carbon dioxide was dissociated to the extent 
of 70'$ as compared to 255, when no hydrogen was present in the 
tube. If, now the discharge was switched on, the pressure of the 
ctmdensibk product obtained was 0.20 mm. 

The nm-condensible gas was pumped off and the discharge 
started in the condensible product (Experiment 2 ) .  The pressure 
now rose to 0.42 mm. of which 0.08 mm. was condensible. After 
starting the discharge again the pressure of condensible product ob- 
tained was 0.16 mm. which, on subsequent decon~position, gave a 
pressure of 0.43 mm. Of this again, 0.08 mm. was condensible. 

The results of these esperiments show that in presence of hydro- 
gen, carbon dioxide dissociam to the extent of about 70y0 in the 
e!cctrncteiess discharge. 
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